Diagnostic Manager

Questionnaire Functionality
This functionality enables patients to complete questionnaires on tablets, smartphones or
at home on the web. The responses are sent automatically to the Diagnostic Manager, where
they are displayed clearly. The questionnaire functionality can optimise workflows and save a
significant amount of time.

Recording of an online questionnaire and presentation of the responses in the Diagnostic Manager

The functions at a glance
• Completion of questionnaires on tablets, smartphones or in an Internet browser
• Sending of questionnaire invitations by e-mail to patients
• Printing of blank questionnaires to be completed in handwriting by patients
• Fast transfer of manually entered responses with a dedicated editor
• Generation of PDF documents of questions answered

The questionnaire is sent to the Diagnostic Manager.

Tailored to your needs
The questionnaires can be setup easily using the Admin Tool of the Diagnostic Manager1. This
allows you to configure self-developed question/criteria catalogs for various areas (e.g. tinnitus,
quality of life, language development, ...). As part of the optional “carefree package for questionnaire configuration”, INNOFORCE supports you and configures the questionnaires in accordance with your requirements.
1)
INNOFORCE does not sell licences for questionnaires but only the feature for configuring questionnaires and completing them. In the case of questionnaires requiring a licence, the client is responsible for possessing the necessary right to use these.

Prof. Klaus Stelter
ENT Centre Mangfall-Inn
Rosenheim, Germany
“The alert and dynamic team at INNOFORCE has really pulled off a masterstroke for ENT practices. All current device manufacturers and all
questionnaires can be implemented. The patient himself completes
the questionnaire using a tablet or, which is increasingly the trend, his
smartphone and the questionnaire is then sent automatically to the
Diagnostic Manager. This means we do not have to devote extra time to
recording questionnaires. It’s simply brilliant. The Diagnostic Manager
simplifies work at the practice to an extraordinary degree and now we
have just one program for all ENT findings. One that is quick, clearly
structured and has an attractive design.”
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